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Disney's challenge

Why Icecat?

Support all Disney licenses and enrich the
existing Disney product content to increase
online conversion.

Consistent product presentation of all
Disney licenses across various online
platforms, like channels and
marketplaces, globally

An easier online product search and comparison
system for all Disney channel partners.

Icecat already works with brands like LEGO, Hasbro,
and Mattel, who use licenses from Disney.

Thanks to Icecat's huge global toy retailer network, it will
be easy for online toy retailers to adopt Disney's
guidelines for harmonized product content.

The Icecat platform is a perfect environment to host
different digital assets like marketing texts, images,
videos, and enhanced Product Stories. Available online  in
one global and multilingual platform.

Icecat's editorial team supports mapping and improves
the taxonomy to abide by Disney's guidelines.
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How Icecat helped?

For the Disney (Marvel) products, the branding was improved with
Reasons-to-Buy. This rich content enhances the traditional product
description and improves the customers' shopping experience.

Reasons-to-Buy

The Icecat team aligned and optimized the taxonomy based on the
Disney guidelines.

For smooth product content delivery, Icecat and Intertoys aligned
their taxonomy. 

Disney and Icecat, together with the Dutch toy retailer Intertoys, agreed
on a pilot to prove the power of the Icecat platform.
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Feature Logos

Enhanced Product
Stories

On top of the product
images, Icecat added
feature logos, like Marvel.
These content elements
introduce brand-specific
information. 

To improve the branding, Icecat
introduced generic enhanced
Product Stories. Some products
already had unique and dedicated
Product Stories. For the others,
brand and licensed products
Product Stories were created so
that all products had enhanced
content. 



How does it work? 
All product content is combined, respecting Disney's
specifications, and enriched with reasons-to-buy,
recommended products, and enhanced Product Stories
in a so-called Icecat product datasheet. Icecat describes,
updates, categorizes, standardizes, and synchronizes the
product content in the Icecat catalog for the Disney
licenses.

Enriching content

Enhanced content



+18%

Results

+11% online conversion with Icecat
enhanced Product Stories!

Conversion

+11%

By adding products to the Icecat catalog,
brand owners can at the same time
syndicate their product content and
respect their licensee's guidelines. The
content can also be enriched with generic
license information, enhanced specifically
per product while projecting a consistent
brand image across multiple channels
globally.

Any brand owner can support his licenses
with Icecat for a better online product
experience, which will result in a higher
conversion rate, revenue, and profit.

Orders

+18%

Revenue

+34%



About Disney

About Icecat

About Intertoys

The Walt Disney Company, commonly known as Disney, was originally founded on October
16, 1923, and is one of the largest entertainment and media companies in the world. Disney
sells licenses for hundreds of different characters. For example, Mickey Mouse, the
Avengers, Spider-Man, Deadpool, and Captain America (Marvel). Disney sells the licenses of
these characters to toy brands like LEGO, Mattel, and Hasbro. 

Icecat is market leader in product content solutions. Through Icecat services and solutions,
we enable brands, retailers, and marketplaces to exchange product content in a simple
and fast way. Our services include a content catalog, e-commerce integrations, and
Product Information Management (PIM) systems.

Intertoys is a Dutch chainstore founded in 1976 that specialised in toys, multimedia
and electronics. Headquartered in Amsterdam, Intertoys is, with more than 200
branches, the largest toy store in the Netherlands.

Get in touch!

www.icecat.com

rene.rozendal@icecat.com


